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Correct: Fitch Assigns Hyde Housing Association 'A+' IDRs; Outlook
Stable

Fitch Ratings-Frankfurt/London-27 March 2019: This replaces the rating action commentary published on 12
March 2019 to correct the collateral type of the local currency senior bond issued by Hyde to secured.
Fitch Ratings has assigned Hyde Housing Association (Hyde) Long-Term Foreign- and Local-Currency Issuer
Default Ratings (IDRs) of 'A+'. The Outlooks are Stable. Fitch Ratings has also assigned 'A+' Long Term ratings
to the local-currency senior secured bond issued by Hyde (the parent company of the Hyde Group) and to the
local currency senior secured bond issued by its subsidiary Martlet Homes Limited. A full list of rating actions is
below.
Hyde's ratings reflect high and sustained demand for social housing in London and the south-east of England,
where Hyde mainly operates, and continued cash flow from its core social rental business. The ratings also
factor in Hyde's secured cash flow from public funds and the tight control and the regulation provided by the
Regulator of Social Housing (RSH).
At 31 March 2018, Hyde owned or managed nearly 50,000 housing units, ranking it among the largest
registered providers (RP) in England. The ratings factor in Hyde's moderate debt level with stable debt metrics
and improved liquidity due to its recent deleveraging. We expect net debt to Fitch-calculated EBITDA to remain
stable within the next five years, despite the ambitious development programme target of 1,500 housing units
per year. The ratings further reflect the one-notch uplift Fitch applies to Hyde's standalone credit profile, driven
by the application of the Government Related Entities (GRE) Criteria.
The Stable Outlooks reflect Fitch's view that Hyde will continue to demonstrate robust performance, despite the
weakened operating environment and increased challenges faced by RPs in England. The impact of Brexit on
the sector, although still uncertain, appears less evident than on other public finance sectors, such as higher
education and healthcare, although the possible consequences have been factored into Hyde's stress tests.
The RSH continues to provide strong oversight.
KEY RATING DRIVERS
Fitch rates English RPs under its Revenue-Supported Rating Criteria and takes into account such factors as
revenue defensibility, operating risk and the RPs' financial profile assessment. We incorporate public support
factors, notably the strong predictability of the RPs' cash flow through direct and indirect government funding.
Fitch also applies its GRE Criteria, whereby we assess RPs in England as non-credit-linked entities and we
uplift its standalone credit profile by one notch. This reflects our assessment of strength of linkage and incentive
to support factors. As a consequence, RPs' ratings do not automatically move in line with those of the UK
sovereign
The following rating factors are reflected in Hyde's standalone 'A' credit profile:
Revenue Defensibility: Strong
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10067475
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Fitch assesses Revenue Defensibility, which covers demand and pricing, overall as strong. Demand for social
housing remains strong and any change in the rents that RPs are able to charge would be unlikely to materially
affect demand. The supportive regulatory regime aims to maintain compensation for services at a level
consistently supporting solvency for not-for-profit of an essential public service. For the core business part of
operations RPs' have limited revenue flexibility, as the UK government determines social housing rent rises.
Since April 2016 rents have been reduced by 1% per year and then on 4 October 2017, it was announced that
rents would return to the consumer price index (CPI) plus 1% for the five years from 1 April 2020. However, due
to the increasing share of revenue from non-social housing activity, RPs have been gaining more flexibility to
collect enough revenue to cover all costs.
Operating Risk: Strong
Operating Risk covers operating costs and we have assessed resource management as strong overall. Hyde
has well-identified cost drivers and low potential volatility in major items. Hyde envisages material capex in its
medium term development plan but has the flexibility to slow down committed schemes, delay uncommitted
schemes as well as switch tenure from sale to market rent as it operates in high demand areas. Additionally, in
the event of financial stress, Hyde can curtail some discretionary expenditure or spending on non-essential
major works and improvements. Less than GBP500 million of development capex is contractually committed
within the next five years, and this includes affordable social housing units.
Regarding resource management risk, there are unlikely to be supply constraints for labour or resources. Hyde
has factored into its stress testing the Brexit vote and its potential impact on the UK economy, public finances
and political continuity. The main implications for the sector will be continued uncertainty and short- to mediumterm turbulence in the financial and housing markets, which may lead RPs to further delay any planned bond
issuances, and put pressure on refinancing. Nevertheless, in 2017 Hyde's subsidiary Martlet Homes Limited
successfully raised a GBP400 million secured bond issue with a coupon rate of 3%, leaving GBP 500 million of
undrawn liquidity headroom and GBP 1.4 billion of unencumbered property collateral.
Hyde has stress tested and run multi-variable scenarios for its business plan. In general, throughout the stresstested business plan interest cover and gearing covenants are met without the need to scale back any
development spending, albeit with decreased but sufficient headroom. Fitch will continue to monitor Hyde's
resilience and assess its ability to overcome possible further turmoil. We will also closely review the robustness
of the stress testing relative to its ratings, including the impact of Brexit on its business plan, and assess Hyde's
flexibility to adapt to market conditions.
Financial Profile: Strong
Fitch believes Hyde's performance is robust despite the challenges that have affected the sector over recent
years. Continued high demand for social and affordable housing, cost-efficiency measures and extensive
diversification into non-core business should allow Hyde to maintain sufficient revenue to service debts and
cross-subsidise its core business.
We expect Hyde's robust performance to continue, aided by a mixed tenure development plan that aims to
deliver housing for sale as well as affordable housing and market rent properties. Profits from the sale of private
sale units will be re-invested in the RP to continue to build and provide affordable social units. The share of
non-social housing activity is expected to peak in FY20 at 43% from 30% in FY18 of total turnover, but in the
medium term 67% of turnover on average will continue to come from social housing lettings. Hyde has fully
funded its development capex for the next five years.
In 2018 Hyde signed joint venture contracts to deliver 3,350 homes, including some for affordable rent and
shared ownership and for outright sales. Hyde developed 1,285 units in FY18 (up from 465 housing units in
FY17) and it aims to develop up to a total of 1,500 units per year over the next five years. Over the next five
years, the tenure split is expected to be 26% general needs and affordable rental tenure rent, 26% shared
https://www.fitchratings.com/site/pr/10067475
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ownership, 6% private rent (for onward sale to an investor) and 43% private sale.
Fitch applies a conservative approach in its rating case scenario and expects Hyde's turnover to average about
GBP470 million in 2019-2023 with the operating surplus averaging a high of GBP150 million a year. Despite the
material capex plan envisaged, we expect net debt to Fitch-calculated EBIDTA to remain around 9x, in line with
'A' category peers.
In FY18 Hyde reported an adjusted turnover of GBP405.8 million turnover (FY17: GBP 404.4 million), when
including the surplus on asset disposals at GBP 66.2 million, which has been recurring since 2016, with an
operating surplus of GBP 161 million. Debt at FY18 was at GBP1.65 billion (FY17: GBP1.37 billion).
Under Fitch's GRE criteria status, we assess ownership and control factor as Strong. We assess support track
record and expectations factor as Moderate, the socio-political implications of default as Moderate and the
financial implications of default as Weak. This gives a total score of 12.5, leading to a bottom up + 1 under the
Notching Guideline Table.
RATING SENSITIVITIES
The standalone credit profile could be downgraded if there is further pressure on the sector or on Hyde as a
result of the negative operating environment in the UK.
The ratings could be downgraded if Hyde's net debt/EBITDA ratio sustainably weakens, along with the weaker
illiquidity, revenue defensibility or operating risks.
We could upgrade Hyde if the net direct risk to Fitch- calculated EBIDTA declines towards 8x on a sustained
basis.
On 21 February Fitch placed the UK's Long-Term Foreign-and Local-Currency IDRs (AA) on Rating Watch
Negative. RPs' ratings do not automatically move in line with those of the UK sovereign. However, in the event
of further downgrade Fitch may re-assess the impact of the weakened operating environment on the
standalone credit profile of the RPs.
FULL LIST OF RATING ACTIONS
Long-Term Foreign- and Local- Currency IDRs assigned at 'A+'; Outlook Stable
Short-Term Foreign- and Local-Currency IDRs assigned at 'F1'
Long-term rating of the local currency senior secured bond issued by Hyde Housing Association and Long-term
rating of the local currency senior secured bond issued by Martlet Homes Limited assigned at 'A+'.
Contact:
Primary Analyst
Nilay Akyildiz
Director
+49 69 7680 76 134
Fitch Deutschland GmbH
Neue Mainzer Strasse 46-50
D-60311 Frankfurt am Main
Secondary Analyst
Christophe Parisot
Managing Director
+33 144 29 91 34
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Committee Chairperson
Guilhem Costes
Senior Director
+34 93 323 8410
Summary of Data Adjustments: Turnover of Hyde is adjusted by the recurring nature of asset disposals since
2016, which is also reflected in the issuer's operating surplus.
Interest receivables /payables on the I&E are adjusted by the fair gain/ losses resulting from derivatives, where
the latter are classified as non-operating revenue/ expenditure.
Media Relations: Athos Larkou, London, Tel: +44 20 3530 1549, Email: athos.larkou@thefitchgroup.com
Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com
Applicable Criteria
Government-Related Entities Rating Criteria (pub. 25 Oct 2018)
Rating Criteria for Public-Sector, Revenue-Supported Debt (pub. 26 Feb 2018)
Additional Disclosures
Dodd-Frank Rating Information Disclosure Form
Solicitation Status
Endorsement Policy
ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE
READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK:
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/UNDERSTANDINGCREDITRATINGS. IN ADDITION, RATING
DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AGENCY'S PUBLIC
WEB SITE AT WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM. PUBLISHED RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES
ARE AVAILABLE FROM THIS SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT, CONFIDENTIALITY,
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL, COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION OF THIS SITE.
DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT
HTTPS://WWW.FITCHRATINGS.COM/SITE/REGULATORY. FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED ANOTHER
PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS
SERVICE FOR RATINGS FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN EU-REGISTERED ENTITY
CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.
Copyright © 2019 by Fitch Ratings, Inc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, NY, NY
10004. Telephone: 1-800-753-4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or retransmission in
whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. In issuing and maintaining its ratings and
in making other reports (including forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it receives from
issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable
investigation of the factual information relied upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains
reasonable verification of that information from independent sources, to the extent such sources are available
for a given security or in a given jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the
third-party verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated security and its issuer, the
requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in which the rated security is offered and sold and/or the issuer is
located, the availability and nature of relevant public information, access to the management of the issuer and
its advisers, the availability of pre-existing third-party verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon
procedures letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and other reports provided
by third parties, the availability of independent and competent third- party verification sources with respect to
the particular security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other factors. Users of Fitch's
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ratings and reports should understand that neither an enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party
verification can ensure that all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will be
accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are responsible for the accuracy of the
information they provide to Fitch and to the market in offering documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings
and its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts, including independent auditors with respect to financial
statements and attorneys with respect to legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and
other information are inherently forward-looking and embody assumptions and predictions about future events
that by their nature cannot be verified as facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and
forecasts can be affected by future events or conditions that were not anticipated at the time a rating or forecast
was issued or affirmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and Fitch
does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the requirements of a
recipient of the report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a security. This opinion and
reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating
and updating. Therefore, ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual, or group
of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating does not address the risk of loss due to
risks other than credit risk, unless such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of
any security. All Fitch reports have shared authorship. Individuals identified in a Fitch report were involved in,
but are not solely responsible for, the opinions stated therein. The individuals are named for contact purposes
only. A report providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the information assembled,
verified and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents in connection with the sale of the securities.
Ratings may be changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in the sole discretion of Fitch. Fitch does not
provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security.
Ratings do not comment on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular investor,
or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect to any security. Fitch receives fees from
issuers, insurers, guarantors, other obligors, and underwriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary
from US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In certain cases, Fitch will rate
all or a number of issues issued by a particular issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular insurer or
guarantor, for a single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from US$10,000 to US$1,500,000 (or the
applicable currency equivalent). The assignment, publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not
constitute a consent by Fitch to use its name as an expert in connection with any registration statement filed
under the United States securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom,
or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic publishing and
distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic subscribers up to three days earlier than to print
subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia Pty Ltd holds an Australian financial
services license (AFS license no. 337123) which authorizes it to provide credit ratings to wholesale clients only.
Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to be used by persons who are retail clients within
the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001
Fitch Ratings, Inc. is registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission as a Nationally Recognized
Statistical Rating Organization (the "NRSRO"). While certain of the NRSRO's credit rating subsidiaries are
listed on Item 3 of Form NRSRO and as such are authorized to issue credit ratings on behalf of the NRSRO
(see https://www.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory), other credit rating subsidiaries are not listed on Form NRSRO
(the "non-NRSROs") and therefore credit ratings issued by those subsidiaries are not issued on behalf of the
NRSRO. However, non-NRSRO personnel may participate in determining credit ratings issued by or on behalf
of the NRSRO.

SOLICITATION STATUS
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The ratings above were solicited and assigned or maintained at the request of the rated entity/issuer or a
related third party. Any exceptions follow below.

Endorsement Policy
Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that ratings produced outside the EU may be used by regulated
entities within the EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation with respect to credit
rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory Disclosures page. The endorsement status of all
International ratings is provided within the entity summary page for each rated entity and in the transaction
detail pages for all structured finance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on a
daily basis.

Fitch Updates Terms of Use & Privacy Policy
We have updated our Terms of Use and Privacy Policies which cover all of Fitch Group's websites. Learn more.
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